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STEP ONE: Create a basic script

1 Create two folders on the Desktop, one called

“Work” and the other “Backup”. Duplicate one of your

own files (any one will do) and rename it “Example file”.

Place this in the Work folder.

2Open the Script Editor application, and in the

Untitled document window, click the Record button.

Now switch back to the Finder (hiding the Script Editor’s

window will make the following step easier).

3Open the Work folder, and copy the Example File to

the Backup folder.The easiest way to do this is to

O-drag the file, as it will involve fewer AppleScript steps.

➔

MENTION THE WORD “PROGRAMMING” and most people will

experience a sudden cold shudder.This irrational fear perhaps

extends from the early days of personal computing when users were

expected to write in Fortran, Pascal, C+ or some other incomprehensible

computer language. Even Basic, the pidgin-English programming-for-

the-rest-of-us, is about as user friendly as a Barium enema.

However, there exists another level of computer and user interaction,

friendlier than programming, and more powerful than browsing. It is

called Scripting.

Scripting is a bit like the computer version of Lego Technic; some

basic components which you fit together to build anything you like. A

script is a collection of commands that you can execute to automate

certain tasks.

Scripting in the Mac OS is based on Apple’s Open Scripting

Architecture (OSA).This framework enables programs to communicate

and users to issue commands directly to the Mac OS. OSA can be used

by any scripting language, but the native language is AppleScript.

AppleScript is ridiculously easy to use. In fact, you don’t need to know

anything about AppleScript to use it.The Script Editor that comes

installed in the Apple Extras folder on your hard disk has the ability to

“record” actions as AppleScript commands.Try it; launch the Script

Editor, hit the Record button, and then switch to the Finder and move

some files around, perhaps open some applications.

The Script Editor will record all of these events in AppleScript. Of

course, if you want to tap AppleScript’s real power, you’ll have to learn

something of its commands and syntax.The Record function is useful

here as it gives you a gentle introduction to the AppleScript language.

After a while, you will develop an intuitive understanding of the

language without opening a book.

TUTORIAL FILES
If you find the text in the screenshots hard to read, don’t worry. On the

Cover CD you’ll find a folder which contains copies of our scripts saved at

each step so that you can see exactly how we progress.

For this tutorial, we’re going to start by creating a simple script using

the Copy command.This will show how a simple script can be expanded

to create useful software. Programming starts with an idea, gets it

working quick and dirty, and then asks how can it be made better.

AppleScript has long been a much undervalued component

of the Mac OS, and yet its potential is virtually unlimited. Lindsay

Bruce takes you on a tour of Apple’s powerful scripting system.

SCRIPTING

ON THE CD

➔

4 Switch back to the Script Editor, and your Untitled

document should now look like this. Click the Stop
button to stop recording.

5 Back in the Finder, drag the duplicated file from the

Backup folder to the Trash and empty it.This is so

we can test the AppleScript to see if it works correctly.

6 In the Script Editor, click the Run button.The script

will activate and duplicate the Example File just as

you did.When finished, the Result window should appear

containing “container window of folder ‘Work’ of

application ‘Finder’”.

TAKING CONTROL
TAKING CONTROL
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First of all, open the Script Editor in the AppleScript folder within the

Apple Extras folder. A new window will then open automatically.The top

portion of the window (collapsible via a disclosure triangle) is there for

you to write a description of what the following script does. It’s good

practice to 

use this, especially if you intend to distribute your scripts.

REFINING YOUR SCRIPT
Now, there are some obvious flaws with our script. First of all, the script

will only duplicate a file with the name “Example File”, and secondly, if a

file of the same name is already in the Backup folder, the script will

generate an error and exit without completing its task. Let’s now have a

look at the script we recorded and deconstruct it to find more efficient

ways of performing this task.

LOGIC
As a backup tool, it would be more efficient only to copy recently

changed files since the last backup.This would entail giving the script a

logic structure so it can make decisions.This is the most powerful ability

computers have; if such a case is true, then do this...

By basing the next instruction on the outcome of a calculation, we

can get the computer to make a decision. Consider this simple English

statement where Number A and Number B are random numbers:

If Number A is bigger than Number B, then do this; otherwise, do

that.

This is commonly known as the If...Then... statement, and puts a

“branch” in your program, where two (or more) outcomes are possible. If

Number A and Number B are randomly generated numbers, the

computer would select whether to do this or that based upon which

STEP TWO: Refining your script

1 First, we have two lines (third and fourth) dedicated

to opening the Work folder.We could replace these

with a single, more efficient line such as: Open folder

“Work”. But then it’s not really necessary to open this

folder, so we can also replace lines five to seven with a

single statement...

2All we’ve done here is to restructure the script so

that superfluous events such as opening and closing

folders doesn’t happen, and to put the guts of the

copying process into a single line. (The “activate” line is

still required to make the Finder the active application.)

There are still flaws, but it’s now more useable.

3 First let’s tackle the issue of it only copying a specific

file. If we replace the words “file ‘Example File’” with

“the contents”, we should find that the script will copy all

files in the Work folder to the Backup folder.Try this out

by putting files into the Work folder and running this

script (make sure the Backup folder is empty first).

➔

4 That leaves us with the problem of a file in the

Backup folder having the same name as one we’re

copying, which would result in an error. One way around

this is literally to ignore the error. By inserting “Ignoring

application responses” into line three, and “end ignoring”

into line five, the script will complete and the Finder kick

in with its own message.

5 In this case the Finder asks if you want to replace

the older files. So, in effect, we’ve used the Finder’s

own error handler instead of writing one ourselves. Using

AppleScript as a trigger in this way takes advantage of as

much Mac OS code as possible, making the script more

efficient.

6As this is for back up, we want the Finder to replace

files automatically.We can do this by replacing Copy

with the Duplicate command, which has the extra

parameter we need. In line four, change Copy for

Duplicate, then add “with replacing” to the end of the

line, and delete the two Ignore statements.The script will

now back up all items regardless if a previous version

exists in the Backup folder or not.

COMMENT YOUR SCRIPTS
Putting comments into your scripts breaks them up and makes
them easier to understand. To put a comment in your script, type
a double hyphen (—). Anything following this on the same line
will appear as italicised comments. To put larger blocks of
explanatory text in, you can use a bracket followed by an asterisk
“(*”. To close the comment paragraph, type the reverse:“*)”.

FOLDER ACTIONS
Scripts can be attached to folders within the Finder so that they
are triggered when a user interacts with the folder. To do so, C-
click on a folder and select Attach Folder Action... from the pop-
up menu. Then select the script you want to attach to the folder. A
number of Folder Action scripts come with the Mac OS – you’ll
find them inside the Scripts folder, in the System Folder.

APPLICATION SUITES
You can view the suites and commands an application supports
by opening the Script Editor and selecting Open Dictionary... from
the file menu. Then navigate to the application file itself and click
Open. You will be presented with a list of available commands
and their syntax. Some programs need to be launched in order to
open their AppleScript dictionaries; this will happen automatically.

TIPS

➔

APPLESCRIPT MASTERCLASS 
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random number was greater.

However, if Number A and Number B were the results of a previous

calculation, then the computer is making a decision based on the rules

you’ve applied (one number being bigger than the other). Let’s take this

a step further and introduce you to some new AppleScript commands.

We want our Backup script to back up only the files that have been

modified today.To do this, we need to obtain today’s date and the

modification date for each file in the Work folder.Then we need an If...

Then... statement to compare them, and if the file has been modified

today, have the script back it up.

LOOP THE LOOP
We’re going to introduce you to the Repeat structure (otherwise known

as the Loop).This is a powerful tool in programming and there are a

variety of ways it can be applied.

Basically, the Repeat function executes the same section of script

over and over again until a condition (specified by you) is met and the

computer is allowed to exit the repeat. By passing variables into a

repeat structure, you can execute the same tasks on different bits of

data without having to write lengthy scripts for each one. It’s an

enormous time saver, and a tool you need to be familiar with.

Now our script will only back up items that have been modified

today. However, there are still a couple of limitations. First, if the Work

folder contains a sub-folder, itself containing a number of files, even if

only one of the files in that sub-folder has changed, the script will copy

the entire folder verbatim to the Backup folder, including unchanged

files – something of a waste of disk space.

Secondly, each file is copied individually instead of all together at

once, which is slower and looks a bit untidy.There are ways around both

of these flaws, but we’ll leave that for another time. MF

APPLESCRIPT MASTERCLASS 

USE ROUTINES
You can break a long script up by calling a previously defined
routine. On a separate line under your main script, type “On
[insert routine name here]” followed by the routine script you
want to use. Finish with “End [Insert routine name here]”. You can
then call this routine from within your main script simply by
typing the routine name.

LINKING WITH OTHER PROGRAMS
AppleScript is powerful on its own, but immensely so when linked
with other applications, particularly databases. FileMaker Pro, the
Mac’s most popular database package, comes with a whole bunch
of AppleScripts for automating tasks not merely on your Mac, but
across whole networks and even the Internet. People have even
set up SMTP mail servers using AppleScript and a database!

VARIABLES
Variables within AppleScript don’t have to be defined at the start
of the script. AppleScript assumes any word that is not a command,
object or operator is a variable. Do be careful when choosing
names, though, as you may choose one that is reserved by
AppleScript. The best bet is to squeeze a short description of the
variable together in one word, such as MyShortDate, for example.

TIPS

AppleScript website
www.apple.com/
applescript
Includes links for
downloading the
latest AppleScript
software, scripts, and
tutorials.

The AppleScript
Handbook (2nd
Edition)
By Danny Goodman
Price: $35
ISDN no: 0-96655-
141-9
One of the best
books ever written
on AppleScript.

The AppleScript
Sourcebook 
www.applescript
sourcebook.com/
frames.html

Bill Briggs’
AppleScript Primer at
MacCentral
maccentral.mac
world.com/columns/
briggs.shtml

Archives of
MACSCRPT@LISTSER
V.DARTMOUTH.EDU
http://listserv.dartm
outh.edu/archives/m
acscrpt.html

GOING
FURTHER

STEP THREE: Increasing functionality

7 First we need today’s date. AppleScript returns all

dates as the full date including the time, which we

don’t want.We can use the Current Date command

modified by an operator to return just one part of today’s

date, the day, as shown here.

8Using the ampersand (&), stitch together three

statements to get the date we want; the day, the

month, and the year.We want spaces between each, so

we’ve used the ampersand to insert these between each

statement. At the end of the line put the assembled short

date into a variable, sensibly called ShortDate.

9 To get the modification date for each file in the Work

folder, we use a Repeat structure.This repeats a

chunk of script until a condition is met. In this case, we

want our script to repeat once for each item in the Work

folder. Insert a line putting the number of items in the

Work folder into a variable called ItemCount.

➔

10Now we insert the Repeat structure.This one

uses “with i from 1 to (ItemCount)”, which means

that starting from 1, i will increment by 1 on each repeat

until the number of items in the Work folder is reached,

whereupon the repeat will stop.We will also use i’s value

to identify the file examined on each iteration (this saves

having to look up each file name).

11Getting the modification date for each file

requires two lines; one to get the full

modification date and place it into a variable (ModDate);

and the second to truncate the full date to the same

format we used for ShortDate. Both of these lines are

placed inside the repeat structure.

12 Finally we add an If...Then... statement to the

Repeat. Here we’re simply saying that “If this

file’s modification date is the same as today’s date, then

copy this file to the Backup folder”. Don’t forget to close

the If statement with an “End if”.The same goes for

closing the Repeat structure.
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